Methods for quantifying rail seat loads and a review of previous experimentation
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Abstract
A railroad sleeper and fastening system is composed of many unique parts that, when assembled, attempt to distribute train wheel loads through the system without damaging the components while providing a safe running surface and track geometry for trains to operate on. In order to evaluate the health of the sleeper and fastening system, there are many areas that need to be examined to ensure that key limit states are not exceeded. One key area of concern is the sleeper rail seat, specifically the load magnitude applied to this surface. There are many different metrics to evaluate the rail seat load, and this report will compare these to determine which should be used given different operating and infrastructure conditions. A sample calculation for each methodology was completed in order to compare how the methods differ, and to more fully understand the strengths and limitations of each methodology. These calculations were completed both with a static load and dynamic load, as the individual approaches account for dynamic loads in a variety of ways. For the purpose of this report, these calculations were completed assuming a concrete sleeper infrastructure. The goal of this paper is to provide an evaluation of the existing rail seat load calculation methodologies to improve current concrete sleeper and fastening system design standards through the application of mechanistic design principles.
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Load quantification objectives
The performance of concrete sleepers and fastening systems is largely dependent on the type and magnitude of the loads that travel through the track superstructure. Although a qualitative understanding of these loads is useful in interpreting fastening system component interactions and resulting failure modes, quantifying these loads is critical to determining the demands each component must withstand. There have been many efforts to quantify wheel loads and limited research investigating how these loads transfer to the underlying infrastructure. However, there is no clear understanding of how the load is distributed after passing from the wheel/rail interface through the rail and into the fastening system and rail seat. A better understanding of the load path needs to be obtained, as well as its distribution to the rail seat, and ultimately its path through the ballast to the subgrade. To better evaluate current designs of the track structure and move forward with offering recommendations for improvements to those designs based on mechanistic practices, Rail Transportation and Engineering Center (RailTEC) researchers have conducted research and a review of the available literature to quantify the loads travelling through each component as they pass through each interface of the concrete sleeper and fastening system.

Overview of the wheel loading environment
The discussion of the loading environment must begin by distinguishing between, static, quasi-static, dynamic and impact loads. The static load is the load of the rail vehicle at rest, as if it were being weighed on a scale. The quasi-static load is “a low-frequency oscillation superimposed over the static dead weight of the train vehicle at the wheel-rail interface.”1 More simply, the quasi-static load can be...
considered as the combined static load and effect of the static load at speed, independent of time. Dynamic loads are loads due to high-frequency effects of the wheel/rail load interaction, considering track component response and involving inertia, damping, stiffness and mass, and are more complex to quantify. They are characterized by high-frequency load inputs that are dependent on time. The impact load, which often creates the highest loads seen in the track structure, is created by track and wheel irregularities, the most familiar being a flat spot on a wheel. These impacts create high-frequency, short-duration loads that travel through the infrastructure and may cause significant damage. Although these distinctions regarding static and dynamic loads can be applied worldwide, their magnitudes may vary significantly across continents due to a variety of factors.

The operating environment in North America is unique when compared with those of the rest of the world, given the frequent co-existence of passenger traffic and heavy-axle freight traffic on shared infrastructure. As enthusiasm for and operation of new high-speed intercity passenger service grows, it must do so while sharing infrastructure with the existing freight railways for most routes. One of the many challenges facing shared use infrastructure is the performance of critical components that were largely designed for slower-moving, heavy-axle freight trains. To better understand the loading applied to the infrastructure, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) has acquired significant data from wheel impact load detector (WILD) sites throughout the US from both Amtrak and Union Pacific Railroad.

These data provide insight into the varied loading distributions at representative sites throughout North America. Specific loading properties such as peak vertical load, peak lateral load, and speed are captured through the use of strain gauge instrumentation, and these data are graphed and analyzed by creating various distributions and determining relationships between them. Figure 1 shows 1 month of data that depicts a typical cumulative distribution of locomotive, freight car, and passenger coach peak vertical wheel loads when about 50% of the wheels are related to freight traffic and 50% of the wheels are related to passenger service. The figure shows varied load levels for multiple traffic types travelling over shared infrastructure.

The WILD data also provide information regarding lateral loads, however, because the site is constructed on tangent track the lateral loads do not frequently exceed 5 kips toward the gauge or field side of the rail. To monitor more significant lateral loads in curved sections of track, an instrumented wheel set (IWS) can be utilized. IWS measurements on US coal routes have produced lateral loads up to 31 kips (138 kN) toward the field side of track.
However, it may be possible for even higher lateral loads to occur in areas with non-optimal rail profiles, friction management techniques, track condition or wheel condition. Longitudinal forces in the track must also be considered. They most often occur because of thermal expansion or contraction of the rail and locomotive tractive effort or braking. Thermal forces in the rail can cause failures resulting in very serious consequences. Significant longitudinal forces can also be generated due to wheel/rail contact. In fact, with proper support conditions, four head-end freight locomotives and a loaded train can generate longitudinal forces in excess of 225 kips (1001 kN).Al

Investigation and comparison of rail seat load calculation methodologies

Introduction. An important part of railway track structural analysis is understanding the path of the load as it travels through the rail car’s suspension system, into the rail, onto the sleepers, and down into the track substructure (ballast and subgrade). It is widely accepted that a wheel load being applied to the rail substructure (ballast and subgrade). It is widely accepted that a wheel load being applied to the rail substructure (ballast and subgrade) produces a path from the wheel and into the rail as it is applied to the rail seat of a concrete sleeper. The three methods described in the 2012 Recommended Practices, are the AREMA method as described in the 2012 Recommended Practices.1 Three of the most prevalent rail seat load calculation methods that were selected for comparison in this paper are the AREMA method as described in the 2012 Recommended Practices, and in Kerr and Talbot’s equations for track analysis from the Railroad Engineering textbook by William H. Hay and provided in their entirety in the original Talbot Reports, and the Kerr equations from the textbook Fundamentals of Railway Track Engineering.14 Table 1 contains the general equations for the rail seat load for the three methods, as well as what parameters each method includes. Table 2 provides a definition of the variables used in each equation, and a typical magnitude for each parameter.

The variable listed in bold is the notation that will be used for the remainder of this paper, as the notation for the same variable is different for each calculation method. As seen in Table 1, each rail seat calculation method requires certain track characteristics as inputs in order to calculate loads and distributions.

All methods require the applied load as the primary input, generally consisting of the axle or wheel load. Additionally, they all begin with a static load analysis, but only Kerr and Talbot allow the ability to account for dynamic and/or impact loadings of the rail seats from various speeds of train operation. Kerr and Talbot can also account for variability in the support provided by the track structure through inclusion of a track modulus value. A lower track modulus means that the track is essentially less stiff, and more prone to greater deflections under loading. A higher track modulus (i.e. stiffer track) will reduce deflection, but as shown in the calculations presented later in this report, can result in higher rail seat loads. The AREMA manual provides a table of approximate track modulus values for varying sleeper types and support conditions, as shown in Table 3.

In Kerr and Talbot, the sleeper spacing is also an input into the rail seat load calculation. The flexural rigidity of the rail, which is the product of the modulus of elasticity of the rail and the moment of inertia,
is also an input for some of the calculations. The modulus of elasticity of the rail can vary depending on the material composition of the steel, but is generally considered to be 30,000 ksi (207,000 MPa) for railroad applications. The moment of inertia is dependent on the size of the rail section, and a larger rail section will produce a higher flexural rigidity.

AREMA requires the least number of inputs, and only includes static wheel load and sleeper spacing. The equations for Kerr and Talbot only differ due to the dynamic factor used, as both equations are derived from the theory of a beam on an elastic foundation. The dynamic factor used in Talbot increases static loads by 1% for every mile/h (1% for every 1.61 km/h) increase in speed above 5 miles/h (8.05 km/h). The dynamic factor used by Kerr accounts for train speed and wheel diameter, and is the only method to use wheel diameter.

Another difference between the Kerr and Talbot methods is the value used for track modulus. Talbot simply uses the recorded value of track modulus for the location to be analyzed. Alternatively, Kerr accounts for the worst-case scenario, stiff ballast during winter months. To estimate the winter modulus, the summer modulus is multiplied by three.

### Table 1. Rail seat load equations and listing of input parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic factor</th>
<th>Expression for rail seat load (imperial)</th>
<th>Expression for rail seat load (metric)</th>
<th>Parameters Included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AREMA(^8)</td>
<td>((1.5626x + 12.811)P/100)</td>
<td>((61.52x + 12.811)P/100)</td>
<td>* *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talbot(^12)</td>
<td>(\left(P + 0.01 \times (P - V - S)\right) \times S \times \sqrt{\frac{E}{I}}) (\div 0.051)</td>
<td>(\left(P + 0.01P(0.62 - V - S)\right) \times S \times \sqrt{\frac{10,411}{E}}) (\div 0.051)</td>
<td>* * * * * * * *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerr(^14)</td>
<td>(\left(1 + 0.33 \sigma \right) \times P \times \alpha \times \sqrt{\frac{E}{I}}) (\div 2)</td>
<td>(\left(1 + 0.52 \sigma \right) \times P \times \alpha \times \sqrt{\frac{10,411}{E}}) (\div 0.051)</td>
<td>* * * * * * * *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Rail seat load variable definition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Standard value (imperial)</th>
<th>Standard value (metric)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(V, v)</td>
<td>Train speed</td>
<td>60 miles/h</td>
<td>96.56 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Wheel diameter</td>
<td>36 inches</td>
<td>91.44 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u, k)</td>
<td>Track modulus</td>
<td>6000 psi</td>
<td>41.37 N/mm(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x, a, S)</td>
<td>Sleeper spacing</td>
<td>24 inches</td>
<td>0.61 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P)</td>
<td>Static wheel load</td>
<td>32,875 pounds</td>
<td>14,912 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I)</td>
<td>Moment of inertia</td>
<td>93.7 in(^4)</td>
<td>3900 cm(^4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E)</td>
<td>Modulus of elasticity of rail</td>
<td>30,000,000 psi</td>
<td>206,843 N/mm(^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Track modulus values for various sleeper configurations (adapted from AREMA\(^8\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sleeper configuration</th>
<th>Track modulus ((k, \text{lb/in/in, (n/mm}^2))</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wood-sleeper track, after tamping</td>
<td>1000 (6.89)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood-sleeper track, compacted by traffic</td>
<td>3000 (20.68)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic composite-sleeper track, compacted by traffic</td>
<td>3000 (20.68)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete-sleeper track, compacted by traffic</td>
<td>6000 (41.37)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood-sleeper track, frozen ballast and subgrade</td>
<td>9000 (62.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete-sleeper track, frozen ballast and subgrade</td>
<td>18,000 (124.11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This cannot be seen from Table 1, but is accounted for by the value chosen for $u$.

In order to develop a more in-depth analytical understanding of how the rail seat load calculated by the various methods changes as critical input parameters are varied, Table 4 contains equations that calculate rail seat load as all but one parameter is held constant. For example, in the train speed column, all variables except train speed are held constant, and then the equation for rail seat load is provided in terms of train speed. The values of each variable used to calculate these equations can be found in Table 2. This table can be used to understand how significant the effect of changing the value of a variable will be on the calculated rail seat load.

Example calculations. In order to numerically compare the various methodologies for calculating rail seat loads, example calculations were performed. A spreadsheet was created for two formats of input load. In one format, the input load is simply a determined applied load value, and no speed factors are involved. This format would be more beneficial to compare with modelling work or field experimentation where a given static load is applied to the rail. Other inputs include sleeper spacing, track modulus, and the selection of 115RE, 132RE, 136RE or 141RE size rail section. For this example calculation, input loads ranging from 10,000 to 50,000 pounds (4540 to 22,700 kg) were used and plotted for each of the four discussed rail seat load calculation methods. A sleeper spacing of 24 inches (0.61 m) was used, the selected rail size was 136RE, and the input track modulus was 6000 lb/in/in (41.4 N/mm²) for concrete sleeper track. Table 5 shows calculated results, and Figure 2 shows them graphically.

The other format of input load is based on rail car weight, and divides the total weight into applied wheel loads. In this format, speed is included as a factor and the dynamic amplification factors available for the Talbot and Kerr equations are calculated based on the value of this input. All other inputs for sleeper spacing, rail size and track modulus are the same as in the previous input format. The three different rail car gross rail loads (GRLs) used as initial input loads are 263,000 lbs (119,402 kg), 286,000 lbs (129,844 kg) and 315,000 lbs (143,010 kg). Table 6 shows the calculated results as well as the respective wheel load for each rail car weight, and Figure 3 is a plot of these results. The speed input for this set of data is 0 mile/h (0 km/h), thus it would simulate a static load from the various train weights. The second set of data is then presented with a 60 mile/h (97 km/h) input in order to compare the effect of speed into these equations versus a static load. These data are shown in Table 7 and plotted in Figure 4.

From these results it can be seen that AREMA initially has the highest predicted rail seat loads.
However, because the other methods include some form of a dynamic amplification factor, as speed is introduced into the calculations the values for these three methods are increased. It should be noted that the wheel load values in Table 7 are still based on the weight of the rail car. They may not necessarily represent the actual load applied to the rail by a wheel in this case as dynamic amplification factors are included in the calculations.

### Laboratory experimental results

In order to determine which rail seat load calculation methodology most closely predicts field conditions, researchers at UIUC used a full-scale track-loading system (TLS) to measure rail seat loads under realistic loading conditions. The TLS is a full-depth ballast bed that contains 11 sleepers and uses actuators to load a wheel set in order to match the loading conditions.
conditions expected in the field. TLS instrumentation allows for rail seat loads at multiple sleepers to be measured, which can be compared to the predicted values from AREMA, Talbot, and Kerr. Due to the ballast conditions in the TLS, a representative rail seat load for a sleeper with poor, average and good support can be provided. Figure 5 compares the measured rail seat loads to those as predicted by the various analytical methods.

The predictions tend to be overly conservative, as the sleeper with good support exceeded the predicted rail seat loads from all methods by up to 100% at 40 kips (175 kN). For average support, Talbot provides the closest prediction for low wheel loads, whereas AREMA provides the closest prediction for higher rail seat loads.

**Table 7.** Rail seat loads for various input load values at 60 mile/h (97 km/h).

| Rail car gross rail load (pounds, (kg)) | 263,000 (119,402) | 286,000 (129,844) | 315,000 (143,010) |
| Wheel load (pounds, (kg)) | 32,875 (14,925) | 35,750 (16,230) | 39,375 (17,876) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculation method</th>
<th>Calculated rail seat load (pounds, (kg))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AREMA</td>
<td>16,541 (7510) 17,987 (8166) 19,811 (8994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talbot</td>
<td>16,455 (7471) 17,894 (8124) 19,709 (8948)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerr</td>
<td>21,750 (9,875) 23,652 (10,738) 26,051 (11,827)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Field experimental results**

In addition to laboratory experimentation, researchers at UIUC instrumented concrete sleepers at the Transportation Technology Center (TTC) in Pueblo, Colorado in order to provide quantitative measurements of rail seat loads under realistic operating conditions. Ten individual concrete sleepers were instrumented with strain gauges in order to measure the rail seat load and wheel load of train consists that passed over the section of track. It was determined that this number of sleepers would provide a reasonable sampling of support conditions, and would accurately capture the inherent sleeper-to-sleeper support variation. A section located in tangent track was used for this comparison in order to provide a
measurement of rail seat load with minimal lateral load. The train consists used in this study had multiple cars with a maximum GRL of 263,000 lbs (119,295 kg), 286,000 lbs (129,727 kg) and 315,000 lbs (142,882 kg) cars, travelling at a variety of realistic operating speeds. The results from the three rail seat load calculation methodologies plotted in Figures 6 and 7 were compared to the rail seat loads measured in the field at TTC in order to determine how well the methods predict actual rail seat loads.

Figure 6 compares the rail seat loads for the static case, using data from a train consist travelling at
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**Figure 4.** Rail seat loads for various rail car weights at 60 mile/h (97 km/h).
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**Figure 5.** Experimental rail seat load magnitude compared with theoretical calculations.
2 mile/h (3.2 km/h), widely considered to be a reasonable approximation for a static load. The middle bar represents the mean measured rail seat load for each car weight, whereas the top and bottom bars represent two standard errors (SEs) from the mean. The rail seat loads measured in the field tended to fall in between the Kerr and Talbot methods, whereas the AREMA method consistently predicted a higher load than was experienced. Since the AREMA method does not account for the increase in rail seat load
due to speed, a high initial prediction would be expected. Each data point was generated from 48, 32 and 64 wheel loads for 263,000 lbs (119,295 kg), 286,000 lbs (129,727 kg) and 315,000 lbs (142,882 kg) cars, respectively.

Figure 7 compares the measured and predicted rail seat loads for a train consist travelling at 60 mile/h (96.56 km/h), a common maximum operating speed for North American freight trains. In this case, the mean recorded rail seat load is lower than all prediction methodologies for all car weights. The predicted rail seat loads for Talbot and AREMA are just barely within two SEs of the measured rail seat loads, whereas the Kerr method is significantly higher than measured for all car weights. These results suggest that the field location had average-to-poor support conditions, resulting in lower rail seat loads than would be expected. Visual inspection of the location, and other data collected at TTC dispute this finding, and point to a stiff subgrade support.

Conclusions

There are various methods for calculating rail seat loads that range from simplified assumptions of the distribution of the wheel load onto the supporting sleepers by the rails, to more complex estimations with the inclusion of several track quality variables. Under static loading conditions, the AREMA method results in maximum rail seat loads. However, when the variable of speed is included, the Talbot and Kerr calculations are increased, as these are the only two methods that present a dynamic amplification factor of some type. The results from the Kerr equation would be identical to those from Talbot, but Kerr uses a higher track modulus to account for frozen ballast. The AREMA method at this input load is approximately 18% higher than Kerr. With the introduction of speed into the equations, for this same wheel load at 60 mile/h (97 km/h), the Kerr method yields a higher value, at approximately 32% higher than the Talbot method. At this speed and wheel load the calculated AREMA value is only 0.5% higher than Talbot, demonstrating the effect of the dynamic factor on the rail seat load in the Talbot equations. The Kerr method uses the most severe dynamic factor, leading it to have significantly higher calculated rail seat loads under high speeds than the other methods.

The methods that are more complex and allow for a wider variety of inputs are able to produce results that more accurately describe rail seat loads with poor and average support. However, all three methods analyzed in this report underestimate the magnitude of rail seat loads as measured by laboratory experimentation for good support conditions. The trends from the data as measured in the field showed the opposite trend, with all three rail seat calculation methods overestimating the magnitude of rail seat load. This emphasizes the importance of support conditions and its impact on rail seat load. The presented methods can be used to gain a better understanding of the loads seen by individual discrete rail seat areas.

The analytical and experimental methods outlined in this paper contribute to a clearer understanding of how the track structure behaves, providing groundwork for improved design of concrete sleepers and fastening systems. Future work should be aimed at collecting additional experimental data to provide replicates at locations with differing support conditions, with the objective of constructing a model that is capable of accurately calculating rail seat loads given known inputs.
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